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SUMMARY 

 
 

The paper shows the results of spatial identification, vectorization, and formation of agricultural land 

arrays. The concept of "agricultural land array", which is fixed at the legislative level, as well as issues 

that can be solved by forming agricultural land arrays, are highlighted. The study presents the results of 

the formation of the agricultural land arrays within the districts of the Kyiv region as of 2022. The basic 

statistics of the formed arrays and attributive data used in the creation of each array are shown. The 

main advantages and obstacles that stand in the way of using remote sensing data and aerial/space 

images for the formation of agricultural land arrays are highlighted. 
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Introduction 

 

The concept of an array of agricultural land is fixed at the legislative level and has the following 

definition: an array of agricultural land (hereinafter "the array") is "a set of agricultural land plots 

consisting of agricultural and non-agricultural land types necessary for their maintenance (land under 

field roads, amelioration systems, production roads, runs, linear objects, objects of engineering 

infrastructure, as well as ravines, wetlands, other lands located inside the land massif), have common 

borders and are limited by natural and/or artificial elements of the relief (public highways, field 

protection forest strips and other protective plantings, water bodies, etc.)" (On Land Management, 

2021). 

 

At the same time, the main goal of forming agricultural land arrays is to improve the configuration and 

size of land plots and land uses. The formation of arrays should contribute to the formation of 

sustainable land use and integrity of arable land arrays (Dorosh et al., 2021). Today, Ukraine has another 

additional goal of forming land arrays, namely, the creation of stable spatial units of accounting for 

agricultural land for the purpose of monitoring land, land types and crops, and creating reference plans 

for land consolidation. 

 

Method and Theory 

 

The purpose of this work is to highlight the results of research on the formation of agricultural land 

arrays on the example of the territory within the Kyiv region (oblast). Given that at this stage of the 

development of digital technologies, computer technologies are used to solve many issues, with the help 

of which the management of databases is improved and new, more relevant methods of decision-making 

support are introduced in the field of land management, it is proposed to carry out the formation of land 

arrays using GIS based data from satellite and aerial photography, index cadastral map information, 

topographic plans, maps of the territory of agricultural enterprises (borders of crop rotation fields), 

meteorological data, etc., as well as using artificial intelligence algorithms to recognize the boundaries 

of arrays (Dorosh et al., 2021). When forming the arrays, there were used materials from remote sensing 

of the earth and space images of the earth's surface by Google Satellite in the coordinate system Pulkovo 

1942 / CS63 zone X3. 

 

The boundaries of land arrays were determined by visual identification of agricultural lands (arable 

land, hayfields, pastures) and protective forest strips around such lands. In order to systematize and 

ensure the further use of the results of the formation of arrays in automated systems, a list of attribute 

data that was collected during the formation of each array as a separate spatial object was defined. Such 

attributive data include (Fig. 1): 

• COATUU code (Classifier of units of the administrative and territorial system of Ukraine). 

• Individual three-digit code of an array. 

• Name of the district within the region. 

• The name of the territorial community within the district. 

• Area of an array, ha. 

 

The COATUU code is used not only when monitoring statistical data, but also when assigning cadastral 

numbers to land plots. This became the prerequisite for the application of this code to identify the spatial 

position (location) of the agricultural land array. The field type in the attribute table is Text. 

 

The individual three-digit number of the land array provides the possibility of registering such arrays 

in the State Land Cadastre, as well as for establishing the difference between the set of cadastral 

numbers of land plots of the corresponding purpose and the actual agricultural land array. The field type 

in the attribute table is Integer. 

 

The name of the district within the region (oblast) and the name of the territorial community within the 

district are two necessary fields for the exact identification of the location of the agricultural land array 
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in the system of administrative division of the country. The field type in the attribute table is Text. 

The area of the array is displayed in hectares with an accuracy of 1 sq.m. The field type in the attribute 

table is Float. 

 

 
Figure 1 Example of the table of attributes for agricultural land arrays. 

 

As a result, 11,102 agricultural land arrays (Fig. 2) with a total area of 1,064.5 thousand hectares were 

formed within Kyiv region (Table 1). The average area of an array is 95.9 hectares, the median area 

equals 49.2 hectares. 

 

 
Figure 2 Agricultural land arrays within Kyiv region. 

 

At the same time, the following obstacles arose during the identification of land boundaries for the 

formation of agricultural land arrays: 

• Lack of field confirmation of land type identification when using remote sensing data in wartime 

conditions. 
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• The difficulty of identifying the boundaries of rural settlements in the absence of access to the 

data of the State Land Cadastre. 

 

Field confirmation is necessary in cases where the visual identification of land type does not provide 

sufficient grounds for classifying land type as arable land, hayfields or pastures, or even shrubs. First 

of all, it depends on the vegetation period at the time of the space/aerial photo capture, as well as on the 

professional experience of the workers. 

 

Identification of the boundaries of settlements, including rural ones, is an important element in the 

definition and formation of agricultural land arrays, since the conditions of land use within the 

settlement and beyond are different and have different restrictions on land use. Despite the fact that 

there are agricultural lands within the settlements in Ukraine, they are mostly represented by small plots 

for personal use by residents, and not for commercial agricultural production. 

Consequently, the quality of the original cartographic materials comes to the fore when performing such 

works. 

 

Table 1 Area of agricultural land arrays within districts of Kyiv region for 2022 in comparison with 

crop area for 2020 

№ Districts 

Total area of 

the district, 

ha 

Crop area 

for 2020, ha 

Area of 

agricultural 

land arrays for 

2022, ha 

The ratio of the 

area of arrays 

to the area of 

crops, % 

1 Polisky 140050,98 14016,94 13995,27 99,85 

2 Ivankivskyi 350801,56 32866,96 28903,08 87,94 

3 Borodyanskyi 93624,28 13547,31 19319,49 142,61 

4 Makarovsky 136378,19 34726,07 43157,38 124,28 

5 Vyshgorodskyi 350801,56 4658,35 10020,00 215,10 

6 Brovarsky 118175,90 29201,65 34727,92 118,92 

7 Baryshivskyi 95638,02 51546,47 60200,96 116,79 

8 Zgurivskyi 76186,28 47364,13 51444,26 108,61 

9 Kyiv-Sviatoshynskyi 66091,78 8037,72 14211,71 176,81 

10 Vasylkivskyi 118008,36 47537,91 57244,91 120,42 

11 Kagarlytskyi 92511,21 47592,47 58204,60 122,30 

12 Obukhivskyi 72496,41 25771,93 29773,12 115,53 

13 Boryspilsky 147053,78 47629,26 59489,48 124,90 

14 Myronivskyi 89455,37 44119,32 55153,07 125,01 

15 Pereyaslav-

Khmelnytskyi 

146129,25 62660,50 71595,86 114,26 

16 Yagotynskyi 79329,71 47140,22 52107,15 110,54 

17 Fastivskyi 89107,34 36148,39 43302,65 119,79 

18 Skvirsky 97939,13 56953,04 64605,33 113,44 

19 Volodarsky 64743,96 36220,38 43302,65 119,55 

20 Stavyshchanskyi 67350,69 35323,99 44624,85 126,33 

21 Belotserkivskyi 127720,29 69134,85 7241,15 10,47 

22 Rokytnianskyi 66473,20 26165,54 35959,09 137,43 

23 Taraschanskyi 75752,10 36461,65 42330,61 116,10 

24 Bohuslavskyi 77169,34 28052,94 33587,73 119,73 

Total 2838988,69 882877,99 974502,32 110,38 

 

The next stage of research must include the identification of land types in arrays and the compilation of 

explications of such land types (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3 Different land types within single agricultural land array. 

 

Conclusions 

 

Thus, the formation of agricultural land arrays using the data of remote sensing of the earth and space 

images has an obvious advantage over the legal unification of individual land plots into a single array 

(land consolidation). Arrays are permanent spatial objects that unite lands of the same category. This 

solves certain problems that have remained unsolved until now. 

 

Firstly, the formation of arrays makes it possible to clearly establish reliable areas and boundaries of 

arable land and other agricultural land types, within the limits of permanent spatial objects, that is, it is 

a good prerequisite for accounting, analysis of agricultural land and monitoring of crops. 

Secondly, to create spatial masks of territories that are the subject of satellite monitoring of crops and 

their condition, which significantly reduces the costs of both image acquisition and remote sensing data 

processing. 

 

It should also be noted that the proposed attributive information makes it possible to register agricultural 

land arrays in the State Land Cadastre. 
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